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Abstract

An atmospheric hydraulic jump was observed over the Alaiz mountain range and Elorz valley near Pamplona, Spain from radial

velocity retrievals performed with two scanning lidars during October 5 and 6, 2018. The jump occurred on the lee side of

the mountain range and moved more than two kilometers further downstream the mountain base inside the valley. Here, we

simulate the two days using the multi-scale modeling capabilities of the Weather Research and Forecasting model. We find

that the model is able to reproduce the hydraulic jump at Alaiz in high detail matching qualitatively well the timing and main

features observed by both the scanning lidars and meteorological instruments on a series of masts deployed throughout the

area. The simulation results shows that the jump starts at the beginning of the evening, right after the atmospheric conditions

over the top of the Alaiz mountain become stable and the flow at the mountain top experiences a transition from subcritical

to supercritical. The simulations also show that the jump lasts about 10 hours until it moves close to the mountain top; then

lee-wave activity is mainly portrayed and lasts until late in the morning. The flow is only supercritical during the periods where

the jump and the lee waves take place. The jump and lee-wave regimes can be distinguished from the simulation results by

computing the ratio of the upstream depth-average Brunt–Väisälä frequency to the depth-average mean wind speed.
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Key Points:5

• A distinct atmospheric hydraulic jump over the Alaiz mountain range and Elorz6

valley in northern Spain is observed from radial velocity retrievals performed with7

two scanning lidars8

• We are able to simulate the hydraulic jump in qualitatively high detail and agree-9

ment with the observations using the multi-scale capabilities of the Weather Re-10

search and Forecasting model11

• Two main types of mountain waves or flow regimes are identified under upstream12

conditions with Froude numbers larger than unity by studying the ratio of the up-13

stream depth-average mean wind speed to the upstream depth-average Brunt–Väisälä14

frequency15
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Abstract16

An atmospheric hydraulic jump was observed over the Alaiz mountain range and Elorz17

valley near Pamplona, Spain from radial velocity retrievals performed with two scanning18

lidars during October 5 and 6, 2018. The jump occurred on the lee side of the moun-19

tain range and moved more than two kilometers further downstream the mountain base20

inside the valley. Here, we simulate the two days using the multi-scale modeling capa-21

bilities of the Weather Research and Forecasting model. We find that the model is able22

to reproduce the hydraulic jump at Alaiz in high detail matching qualitatively well the23

timing and main features observed by both the scanning lidars and meteorological in-24

struments on a series of masts deployed throughout the area. The simulation results shows25

that the jump starts at the beginning of the evening, right after the atmospheric con-26

ditions over the top of the Alaiz mountain become stable and the flow at the mountain27

top experiences a transition from subcritical to supercritical. The simulations also show28

that the jump lasts about 10 hours until it moves close to the mountain top; then lee-29

wave activity is mainly portrayed and lasts until late in the morning. The flow is only30

supercritical during the periods where the jump and the lee waves take place. The jump31

and lee-wave regimes can be distinguished from the simulation results by computing the32

ratio of the upstream depth-average Brunt–Väisälä frequency to the depth-average mean33

wind speed.34

1 Introduction35

Hydraulic jumps and other related phenomena have been studied for many decades36

(Rayleigh, 1883; Lyra, 1943; Long, 1953), and readers are referred to the survey of Chanson37

(2009) for details on the progress of experiments conducted in controlled channels mainly.38

Although results from theoretical studies and controlled experiments have provided us39

with the basis for understanding the jump mechanisms in the atmosphere, studies, and40

particularly, observations of atmospheric hydraulic jumps are not as common.41

Clarke (1972) was perhaps the first one that attempted to combine large-scale ob-42

servations with simulations to explain an atmospheric phenomenon, the “morning glory”,43

which is a frequent squall that occurs near dawn on the southern coast of the Gulf of Car-44

pentaria, Australia, quite recognizable due to its narrow cloud bands. He concluded that45

the morning glory is a propagating undular hydraulic jump formed in a katabatic flow.46

He also suggested some of the conditions that favor the occurrence of such phenomena,47

i.a., shallow inversions, steep slopes, and topographic funneling. However, observational48

studies of atmospheric jumps can be tracked further back (Manley, 1939; Holmboe & Klieforth,49

1957). More recently, the studies of Mobbs et al. (2005) and Gohm et al. (2008) showed50

the close connection between mountain waves, downslope winds, and jump events. Other51

recent observational and numerical studies have further detailed the conditions at which52

atmospheric hydraulic jumps occur (Juliano et al., 2017; Rotunno & Bryan, 2018),53

To understand how an atmospheric hydraulic jump develops, the flow can be rep-54

resented by a two-layer model, the lowest layer being the atmospheric boundary layer55

(ABL) and the upper layer the free atmosphere (Samuelson, 1992). In complex terrain,56

e.g., mountainous regions, the depth of the ABL, h, can be of the order of the terrain57

elevation and the nature of the flow depends upon the Froude number (Fr),58

Fr =
〈U〉h√
grh

, (1)

where 〈〉X indicates a vertical/depth average over the extent of X, U is the wind speed,59

and gr the reduced gravity,60

gr =
g (ΘT − 〈Θ〉h)

〈Θ〉h
, (2)

where g is the gravitational constant, ΘT the free troposphere potential temperature and61

Θ the potential temperature. Fr is defined as the ratio of the mean ABL wind speed to62
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the fastest possible gravity wave traveling along the two-layer fluid interface (Juliano et63

al., 2017). When the flow experiences the transition from supercritical (Fr > 1), e.g.,64

on a mountain top to subcritical (Fr < 1), e.g., on the lee side of the mountain or fur-65

ther downstream the mountain base, an atmospheric hydraulic jump can develop. When66

Fr ≈ 1 at the mountain top, the inversion layer restricts the vertical movement of the67

air. The ABL then thins over the leeward slope and the flow accelerates (downslope winds),68

until it reaches a region of reduced pressure gradient; mass convergence can eventually69

occur (usually close to the mountain base) and upward motion takes place. The latter70

is what we refer here as a hydraulic jump.71

Based on radial velocity retrievals from two scanning lidars mainly, Santos et al.72

(2020) illustrated an atmospheric hydraulic jump that started on a clear-sky autumnal73

afternoon over the Alaiz mountain range and Elorz valley in the northeast of Spain. Apart74

from previous results on smaller spatial scale experiments where hydraulic jumps (Lehner75

et al., 2016) and lee-wave activity (Palma et al., 2019) were observed and simulated, this76

is one of the first times in which a hydraulic jump is measured in high detail using scan-77

ning lidars. At Alaiz, the conditions are very favorable for the development of atmospheric78

hydraulic jumps. First, winds (southerly) on the windward slope and on top of the Alaiz79

mountain range are often nearly perpendicular to the ridge line; ≈25% of the time sur-80

face winds are south-southeast (Santos et al., 2020). Second, for southerly winds the moun-81

tain range has a gentle windward slope and a steep leeward slope. Third, geostrophic82

winds are strong in the region (Badger et al., 2014). Last, under southerly wind there83

is often a strong stable layer at the top of the Alaiz mountain (Rodrigo et al., 2013). We84

therefore speculate that atmospheric hydraulic jumps at Alaiz might frequently occur.85

Here, we investigate the ability of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)86

model to reproduce the atmospheric hydraulic jump observed at Alaiz and further an-87

alyze the conditions at which it develops. We start by introducing the Alaiz experiment88

(Sect. 2), in which the observations took place. Section 3 illustrates and details the nu-89

merical setup used for the simulations performed with the WRF model. The results with90

regards to the simulations and their comparison with the observations are shown in Sect.91

4. Finally, discussion and conclusions are drawn in the last section.92

2 The Alaiz experiment93

The Alaiz experiment was conducted in the northeast of Spain, in an area south-94

west of the Pyrenees (see Fig. 1-left) as part of a set of complex-terrain experiments car-95

ried out within the New European Wind Atlas project (Mann et al., 2017). The exper-96

imental area includes the Alaiz mountain range, the Elorz valley, and the Tajonar ridge97

(see Fig. 1-right).98

The intensive operational period took place from August 2018 to December 2018.99

Here, we use measurements from five meteorological masts (M2, M3, MP5, M6 and M7),100

which are 80-m tall mostly, and from two long-range pulsed scanning lidars (WS3 and101

WS5), which are modified versions of Leosphere WindCube 200S units. The lidars per-102

formed range-height indicator (RHI) scans along a transect connecting the Alaiz moun-103

tain range and the Tajonar ridge, i.e., the line composed by black dots in Fig. 1-right.104

Figure 3-bottom illustrates the RHI scans of both scanning lidars on the transect over105

the terrain at the Alaiz experiment. A full RHI scan, which started at a close to 2◦ to106

about 20◦ elevation, took ≈30 s to be completed. RHI scans were performed up to a range107

of 5 km; for the WS3 the ranges were spaced 50 m apart and for the WS5 20 m apart.108

The RHI scans were performed twice every hour, with other patterns being executed in109

between. Further details of the experiment and instrumentation are provided in Cantero110

et al. (2019) and Santos et al. (2020).111
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Figure 1. (Left frame) The location of the Alaiz experiment (red rectangle) in the northeast

of Spain. (Right frame) A high resolution digital elevation map of the Alaiz experimental area

in the red rectangle of the left frame. Black dots (nearly seen as a line) represent the locations

where radial velocities were measured by two scanning lidars (cyan markers) in the Alaiz exper-

iment. Masts are shown in red markers. The colorbar indicates the terrain elevation in meters

above mean sea level

3 Numerical simulation112

We performed real-time simulations using the WRF model version 4.0.1. We setup113

the runs with five telescopic one-way nested domains, all centered at the position of MP5114

(see Fig. 2). All domains use the same amount of grid points in both horizontal direc-115

tions (240×240) and their horizontal resolutions are, from the outermost to the inner-116

most domain, 9000, 3000, 1000, 333.33, and 111.11 m, respectively. The model top was117

set to 5000 Pa with 61 vertical levels, where the first 20 model levels are within the first118

kilometer from the surface.119

Figure 2. Telescopic nested domains (red lines) used for the WRF model simulations. All

domains are centered on the meteorological mast MP5 (see Fig. 1-right) at the Alaiz mountain

range

The ERA5 reanalysis data at 0.3◦ (C3S, 2018) was used to force the model together120

with the Operational Sea Surface Temperature and Sea Ice Analysis (Donlon et al., 2012).121

The CORINE land cover classification (Copernicus Land Monitoring Service, 2018) and122
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the global multi-resolution terrain elevation data 2010 at 30” (Danielson & Gesch, 2011)123

were used for the land use and for the terrain elevation, respectively. The top frames in124

Fig. 3 illustrate both the terrain elevation and land use of the innermost domain together125

with the positions of the masts and lidar transect. An extended transect along that per-126

formed by the lidar scans, which is used for the analysis, is also shown. The elevation127

profile of the extended transect is illustrated in Fig. 3-bottom from two datasets, a 10-128

m digital elevation model based on lidar aerial scans and the elevation of the innermost129

domain of the WRF model. The main topography feature, namely the Alaiz mountain130

range, although smoothed, seems fairly well represented by the elevation used for the sim-131

ulations, whereas the Tajonar ridge seems highly misrepresented. The Elorz valley is rep-132

resented in the WRF input land cover as ‘dryland cropland and pasture’, most of the133

high elevation terrain as ‘deciduous broad-leaf forest’, and some elevated areas such as134

that where MP5 is located as ‘mixed forest’. The modeled land cover is, qualitatively,135

in good agreement with the land cover derived from high-resolution maps (Cantero et136

al., 2019).137

Figure 3. The terrain elevation (top left) and land cover (top right) of the innermost WRF

domain. The locations of the different masts (red markers), lidar transect (black markers), and

the extended transect (white markers) used for the analysis are shown. The colorbar indicates

the terrain elevation in meters above mean sea level (top left) and the land cover index from the

US Geophysical survey classification (top right). (Bottom) The elevation profile of the extended

transect, where the positions of the scanning lidars (cyan markers), the WS3-RHI scan (brown

markers), and the WS5-RHI scan (ochre markers) are also shown

The time step used for the outermost domain was 10 s and the nested domains used138

a 1:3 time step ratio, following the grid aspect ratio. The following physics schemes were139

used: WRF single-moment 5-class scheme for cloud micro-physics (Hong et al., 2004),140

Kain–Fritsch scheme for cumulus convection (Kain, 2004) for the outermost domain only,141

the MYNN level 2.5 planetary boundary layer (PBL) scheme (Nakanishi & Niino, 2009)142

for the three outermost domains, and the large-eddy simulation (LES) capability for the143

two innermost domains. The LES domains used the subgrid-scale model of Deardorff (1980)144

–5–
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with the prognostic equation for the subgrid turbulent kinetic energy. The MYNN surface-145

layer scheme (Nakanishi & Niino, 2009) and the Unified Noah Land Surface model (Tewari146

et al., 2004) were used for all domains. The RRTMG scheme (Iacono et al., 2008) at 9-147

min interval was used for the shortwave and longwave radiation.148

The simulation was performed with a cold start at 00:00 UTC on October 5, 2018149

and lasted for two days (all times are hereafter UTC). The simulation was nudged to-150

wards the forcing reanalysis using spectral nudging for the two horizontal wind compo-151

nents and temperature on the outermost domain with a constant of 0.0003 s−1. No up-152

per level damping was used. Second-order diffusion and two-dimensional deformation153

were used for the PBL domains, whereas three-dimensional turbulence mixing was used154

for the LES domains. All domains used a sixth-order positive definite numerical diffu-155

sion, as well as positive definite advection of moisture and scalars. Output for the in-156

nermost domain, which we use to extract the results of the WRF simulations, was pro-157

duced every 10 s. As the hydraulic jump was observed in the afternoon of the first day,158

we assume that the model is able to adequately spin up in the hours previous to the jump159

event.160

4 Results161

Here we analyze the results of the simulations and their ability to capture the hy-162

draulic jump event. We also qualitatively intercompare the simulations’ results with the163

available measurements. When simulated time series are presented at the mast positions,164

the simulated variables are extracted from the grid cell closest to the masts locations.165

As the observations correspond to means over 10-min periods, when simulations are in-166

tercompared to observations, the simulated variables are also time-averaged within the167

same concurrent period.168

An important parameter required for the computation of the Froude number in Eqn.169

(1) is the ABL depth. A common approach used in numerical models is based on the bulk170

Richardson number,171

Rib =

(
g

Θ0

)
∆0Θ

∆0u2 + ∆0v2
∆0z, (3)

where ∆0 refers to the difference of a variable at a given vertical level and its value at172

the surface (represented by the subscript 0), u and v are the two horizontal velocity com-173

ponents and so U =
√
u2 + v2, and z the height. In the Rib-like approach, h is the height174

at which Rib exceeds a critical value, Ribc. As pointed out by Richardson et al. (2013),175

observational and numerical studies have shown Ribc-values ranging from 0.1 to nearly176

0.6. They argued that the range is broad due to the stability-dependence character of177

Ribc, which they studied by using large-eddy simulation results and wind tunnel data.178

Here, we estimate h by computing Rib in Eqn. (3) at all simulated vertical levels179

and linearly interpolating between the two adjacent vertical levels at which a Rib-value180

of 0.25 is reached, as traditionally performed in PBL schemes. For the analysis of the181

results, it is important to remind the reader that this hydraulic jump occurs on the Elorz182

valley and on lee side of the Alaiz mountain when the flow over its wind side and top183

(where MP5 is located) is south; thus M2 closely describes the lee side/downslope con-184

ditions, M7 the valley conditions, and M3 and M6 feature further downstream conditions.185

4.1 Time series186

Figure 4 illustrates time series of a number of simulated and observed variables dur-187

ing a 24-hr period covering the jump event, i.e., from October 5 12:00 to October 6 12:00.188

For simplicity only the hour and minute are stated hereafter; thus an event at 13:00 be-189

longs to October 5, whereas one at 03:00 belongs to October 6. The estimations of the190

dimensionless mountain height H/h, where H = 582.89 m is the maximum height dif-191
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ference along the extended transect, and Fr, based on the outputs of the simulation, are192

also shown for the MP5 position.193

12:00 15:00 18:00 21:00 00:00 03:00 06:00 09:00 12:00

290

300

310

12:00 15:00 18:00 21:00 00:00 03:00 06:00 09:00 12:00
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0
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Figure 4. Simulated (solid lines) and observed (markers) time series of potential tem-

perature, surface heat flux, wind speed, direction, subgrid-scale TKE, Froude number (solid

line)/dimensionless height (dashed line) from top to bottom frame, respectively, at the different

mast positions. The observed potential temperatures for M7, M2 and MP5 are at 80 m, for M6

at 60 m, and for M3 at 40 m. The observed wind speeds and directions for all masts are at 80 m.

The simulations are extracted from the vertical level closest to that of the observation

We observe that the trends in observed potential temperature are followed by the194

simulations but that there is a general cold bias in the model output. The observed de-195

parture at midnight of the MP5 potential temperature from those at the other positions196

is well captured by the model. The simulated surface heat flux 〈w′Θ′〉0 shows the same197

trend of the observations (all from instruments at 10 m agl but MP5, which uses one at198

40 m agl), following an ideal clear-sky pattern during the first day, and becomes nega-199

tive around 16:30 (earlier for MP5 than for the other positions), which is about the time200

where the jump was first observed. It becomes positive around 07:00 and, as we will see201

in Sect. 4.4, waves on the lee side of the Alaiz mountain still appear in the simulation202

until about 11:00.203
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When compared to the observations, wind speeds are qualitatively well simulated204

by the model. MP5’s simulated wind speed, in particular, agrees very well with the ob-205

servations; from the simulations at 80 m above ground level (agl), the wind speed at MP5206

is the highest except for a short period before 18:00 and at 21:00–01:00 where the high-207

est wind speed at 80 m agl is simulated at the lee side of the mountain (M2). For the208

other positions, simulated and observed wind speeds agree best under low wind condi-209

tions. The simulations also show that the jump might occur further downstream M7 as210

the wind speed at this mast is nearly as high as that at MP5 and M2 between the pe-211

riods 17:00–18:30 and 21:00–23:00. Both observations and simulations show steady southerly212

surface winds during the 24-hr period at the mountain top (MP5). The observations show213

that at the base of the mountain and at the valley (M2 and M7), winds are either west214

or east before 16:30 (simulations show easterly winds at these positions only) and the215

simulations show that winds at M2 and M7 become south for the periods when wind speeds216

at these two masts are close to those at MP5, further suggesting that the downslope winds217

from the Alaiz mountain reach M7 and that a jump might occur downstream of M7. Ob-218

servations and simulations at the positions close to the Tajonar ridge (M3 and M6) show219

close to south winds until close to midnight where simulated winds become mostly west-220

erly at these two positions. Hydraulic jumps are highly turbulent and, therefore, we also221

show the simulated subgrid-scale turbulent kinetic energy (TKEsgs) at 40 m agl. This222

follows the trends of the 80-m agl wind speed at all mast positions, with largest values223

near midnight at MP5 and M2, relatively high compared to what we expect for such a224

stable atmosphere.225

The time evolution of Fr (solid line in Fig. 4-bottom frame) at the Alaiz mountain226

top (MP5) indicates possible wave activity in the simulated atmosphere. At about 16:30,227

the flow becomes supercritical at MP5, which is right the time of the first observed and228

simulated hydraulic jump, as we later show in Sect. 4.4. After reaching a value close to229

1.5, Fr does not vary largely until it decreases to about 1.0 around 08:00, and finally, drops230

below 1.0 at about 10:00. H/h also shows a sharp increase when the flow becomes su-231

percritical; when Fr = 1 the ABL height is only about a tenth of the Alaiz mountain232

height. At 21:00 H/h returns to values nearly as low as those before the flow became233

supercritical and the ABL does not thin at the Alaiz mountain top any longer.234

4.2 Vertical profiles235

Figure 5 illustrates observed and simulated vertical profiles of both mean wind speeds236

(top frames) and potential temperatures (bottom frames) at six 10-min periods sepa-237

rated 3-hr each to cover the event. The simulations are plotted up to 800 m agl as wave238

activity is present at this level. One can notice, at least qualitatively, that the agreement239

between observations and simulations seems higher for the wind speed than for the po-240

tential temperature, the simulations showing a consistent cold bias at all levels. At 15:00,241

observations of Θ at all positions than MP5 are above 304 K and thus not shown for vi-242

sualization purposes.243

Except for the wind speed profiles at 15:00, the simulations show a jet (a peak in244

the wind speed profile within the first 800 m agl) at all positions. At 18:00 the downs-245

lope winds at M2 are higher than those at MP5 within the first 100 m (also seen in the246

mast measurements) and at M7 the values are nearly as those of MP5. The downslope247

winds thus reached the M7 location, thus suggesting that, if present, the hydraulic jump248

occurs further downstream. At 21:00 the simulated jet at M3 and M6 is at ≈400 m agl249

and at these positions and for the rest of the night, this will be the minimum height of250

the jet; for M7 there are jets at 100 and 300 m agl. At 00:00, the simulations continue251

to show strong downslope winds at M2, which is clearly not noticed from the observa-252

tions. The latter suggests that either the hydraulic jump occurs in reality upstream M2253

or that already at this time, a lee-wave regime ‘replaced’ the jump.254
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Figure 5. Simulated (solid lines) and observed (markers) vertical profiles of wind speed (top

frames) and potential temperature (bottom frames) at the different mast positions for a number

of 10-min periods over the two days
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At 15:00, the simulated temperature profiles depict unstable atmospheric condi-255

tions close to the surface and a stable layer starting around 400 m agl at MP5. The sim-256

ulations then show a clear stable atmosphere from 18:00 to 06:00 and the observed pro-257

files seem to capture this behavior, although with some high fluctuations between ver-258

tical levels. At 09:00, the atmosphere becomes unstable close to the surface at all mast259

positions but with low inversions, particularly at MP5.260

4.3 Time development261

To complement the analysis of the time series and the vertical profiles, Fig. 6 il-262

lustrates the behavior with time of the simulated wind speed at all mast locations (shown263

in each of the frames) within the first ≈1300 m agl during the event. At MP5, the jet264

becomes well defined below 200 m agl at ≈17:00 and, although it widens and thins dur-265

ing the shown period, its peak does not vary much in height. The ABL height estima-266

tion based on Rib at MP5 is also plotted, and as shown, it follows very closely the peak267

of the jet at MP5 during the whole period. Such an agreement provides us confidence268

on the accuracy of the Fr computations. However, estimations of h using the same method269

do not agree with the jet peaks at the other positions (not shown).270

The development of the downslope winds is clearly seen at the M2 position. The271

jet is below 200 m agl at 17:00–01:00, then it rises until ≈03:00, and remains relatively272

steady at ≈800 m. If there is a hydraulic jump, it occurs downstream M2 before 01:00;273

between 01:00 and 03:00 a jump could be taken place upstream M2 and after 03:00 we274

might be witnessing lee-wave activity only. At M7 we observe a similar behavior of the275

jet to that at M2 up to slightly after 18:00. From about 18:00 to 21:00, the jet seems to276

rise up to ≈800 m agl and fall close to the ground and, before 23:00, it ascends back to277

≈800 m where it remains relatively steady. At M3 and M6, we see a clear jet moving with278

height from slightly before 21:00 to close to 03:00 where it remains rather steady. Af-279

ter combining the time series, vertical profiles and time development analysis we still need280

to find out whether or not the elevated jet at M7, M3 and M6 at about 18:00–21:00 and281

23:00–03:00 is a hydraulic jump, and whether what occurs afterwards is lee-wave activ-282

ity.283

4.4 Extended transect284

A qualitative comparison of the behavior along the extended transect of both the285

radial velocity observed with the two scanning lidars performing RHI scans and the sim-286

ulated horizontal velocity is illustrated in Fig. 7 for a number of 10-min periods. In the287

case of the observations, each period corresponds to the 10-min mean, whereas it is the288

instantaneous output of the model at the corresponding time. From 01:00 on the sec-289

ond day until the end of the period, RHI measurements from the WS3 lidar are not avail-290

able due to loss of connection to the lidar.291

The series of contours starts at 16:30, which is very close to the time when, based292

on the simulations, the flow becomes supercritical at MP5 (see the behavior of Fr in Fig.293

4-bottom frame). One can notice a distinct jet (red colors indicating negative radial ve-294

locities) over the Alaiz mountain top, but in the upper part of the RHI scan a small area295

of positive radial velocities (blue colors) appear; such change of sign in the radial veloc-296

ity indicates an ABL depth close or lower than the mountain height, which is in agree-297

ment with the results from the simulations, as illustrated with the dimensionless height298

H/h in Fig. 4-bottom frame. The ABL depth is well observed until about 21:00 when299

it seems to thicken following the latter mentioned H/h pattern of the simulations.300

From the observations at 16:30, downslope winds appear all the way through the301

lee side of the Alaiz mountain reaching the Elorz valley and it is not clear whether a hy-302

draulic jump is already present. At the same time, the simulations already show a clear303
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Figure 6. Time development of the simulated wind speed at the mast positions. The colorbar

indicates the wind speed in m s−1. The ABL height estimated from the simulation outputs at the

MP5 position is also indicated in the top frame (grey line)
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Figure 7. Radial velocities retrieved by the scanning lidar systems (left frames) and sim-

ulated horizontal velocities (right frames) for different periods throughout the two days along

the extended transect. The colorbar indicates the velocity in m s−1. The positions of the masts

(projected onto the transect) are also indicated. Other details are given in the text
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jump; here we distinguish ‘jump’ from ‘mountain wave’ based on the location of what304

appears as vertical movement of the air, i.e., the transition from negative (red) to pos-305

itive (blue) velocities at the same vertical level; if the jump occurs downstream of the306

lidar at the base of the mountain (WS5), we refer to it as a jump and as lee wave oth-307

erwise.308

From 17:00 to 01:00, the RHIs clearly show a distinct hydraulic jump. At 17:00 the309

location of the jump is in the middle of the valley and at 19:00 it shifts upstream to a310

position close to the Alaiz mountain base. The jet then increases its strength and the311

jump location shifts back close to the middle of the valley until about 22:00, when the312

jump location shifts back to the lee side of the mountain until it is not longer distinguished313

from the observations from 01:00 onwards.314

The shifting of the jump location is slightly different in the simulations. From 16:30315

to 18:00 the jump location shifts downstream, then it moves upstream until about 20:00,316

downstream until 22:00, and finally shifts upstream until it reaches the mountain top.317

Between 01:00 and 03:00, the jump is ‘replaced’ by mountain-wave activity; although not318

shown, note that the simulations first portray a characteristic jump around 16:15, which319

lasts until 02:15 when the jump starts to take place upstream the position of WS5. Af-320

ter 03:00, the simulations do not longer show extended downslope winds but, instead,321

portray wave activity with ‘jumps’ departing at positions close to the mountain top. As322

illustrated, the change in jet strength throughout the jump/mountain wave activity is323

qualitatively similar between both observations and simulations.324

4.5 Cross sections325

Contour plots of the simulated meridional velocity along six ≈11-km long cross sec-326

tions at close to right angles to the extended transect, and separated about 1850 m, are327

illustrated in Fig. 8 to analyze the extent of the hydraulic jump longitude-wise. The merid-328

ional velocity corresponds to the instantaneous output of the simulation on October 5329

at 21:00, where the simulated horizontal velocity (Fig. 7-right frames) shows a clear in-330

tense jump that, on the extended transect, appears around the middle of the Elorz val-331

ley. The jump reaches an elevation ≈1500 m above mean sea level at the highest posi-332

tion close to the wind side of the Tajonar ridge base.333

Figure 8. Simulated meridional velocity along cross sections to the extended transect (shown

as vertical gray lines) at six latitudes on the Alaiz experimental area on October 5 at 21:00. The

simulated elevation of the area is shown as a black wireframe. The colorbar indicates the velocity

in m s−1. Other details are given in the text
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At the southernmost cross section, which is 3174 m south (and upstream) of the334

MP5 position, the simulation shows a relatively, longitudinal-wise, homogeneous veloc-335

ity field with a distinct jet nose at about 300 m agl. Although it is not shown, the zonal336

wind component at the jet area is nearly zero. Moving northwards to the next cross sec-337

tion, which is 1323 m south of the MP5 position, the picture is similar but, in this case,338

the jet nose is located about 165 m agl. One can notice that on the easternmost area of339

the cross section and close to the ground, the meridional velocity is negative indicating340

reverse flow as the elevation profile decreases on those locations compared to the eleva-341

tion profile of the upstream cross section.342

The next cross section, which is about 528 m north (and downstream) of the MP5343

position, is at the beginning of the lee side of the Alaiz mountain range. There downs-344

lope winds, with an intense jet nose about 92 m agl, are simulated nearly at all locations,345

except for the area east of the extended transect in which the jet stays at similar heights346

as those of the upstream cross section. Moving northwards to the next cross section, which347

is 2380 m north of the MP5 position, we are some hundreds of meters from the base of348

the Alaiz mountain (at the beginning of the Elorz valley) where the elevation profile does349

not any longer change much eastwards. East of the crossing of the extended transect the350

jet remains at nearly the same heights as observed on the same area of the upstream sec-351

tion. In the middle of the cross section, the jet nose is close to the ground as a result of352

the downslope winds reaching the valley and the jet strength is the highest of all cross353

sections. On the westernmost area of the cross section, the jet nose rises up to about 550354

m agl showing that the hydraulic jump also occurs at this position, which is downstream355

the last extension of the Alaiz mountain range (these westernmost positions are already356

located about 2000 m from the base of the mountain).357

The next cross section portrays the situation within the middle of the Elorz val-358

ley mostly. The simulation shows the elevated jet from the hydraulic jump at most lo-359

cations eastwards. East of the crossing with the extended transect, the jet nose reaches360

around 800 m agl, which is higher than the location of the jet nose on the extended tran-361

sect (Fig. 7-right frames) at the same time. Finally, the northernmost cross section shows362

the situation over the Tajonar ridge. Close to the middle of the section and moving west-363

wards, the jet nose is at lower levels (400–500 m agl) and slightly decreases strength. It364

is important to notice that for all these cross sections, the winds at about 2000 m or at365

higher levels are from the west, whereas at low levels within the areas below the jet they366

are from the east. Particularly, at the southern areas of the Tajonar ridge, the winds close367

to the ground have a strong zonal component (> 7 m s−1).368

4.6 A flow regime diagram369

Given the previous analysis and results from both observations and simulations,370

the phenomena taking place at Alaiz can be separated into two periods. First, a hydraulic371

jump takes place between 16:30 and 02:15 and, second, lee-wave activity takes over last-372

ing slightly after 09:00. Within these two periods, one could also say that when downs-373

lope winds are still present close or further downstream the scanning lidar location at374

the base of the Alaiz mountain, we have a distinct atmospheric hydraulic jump and that375

we talk about mountain-wave activity otherwise. Fr, computed from the simulation out-376

puts at the MP5 position, is above unity within these two periods and remains below377

unity for the rest of the time within the 24-hr period. Therefore, we are interested in un-378

derstanding the mechanisms leading to downslope winds reaching the base of the Alaiz379

mountain (and further into the valley) and those leading to lee-wave activity.380

Figure 9 illustrates a flow diagram based on simulation outputs for the periods in381

which Fr > 1. The diagram portrays the behavior at the mountain top (MP5) of a Froude-382

like number given as the ratio of the depth-average mean wind speed to the depth-average383

Brunt–Väisälä frequency. The Brunt–Väisälä frequency is computed at all half levels of384
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the simulations as385

N =

√
g

Θ

∆Θ

∆z
, (4)

where ∆ represents the difference between two consecutive vertical levels. Note that both386

depth-averages in Fig. 9 are performed over the extent of the mountain height instead387

of the ABL height from which Fr was computed.388
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Figure 9. A flow regime diagram based on the simulations outputs within the period where

the flow is supercritical at the Alaiz mountain top. Only values on the hour and on the half hour

are shown for better visualization. Black color corresponds to periods between 16:30 and 02:00

(hydraulic jump) and red those between 02:30 and 09:00 (lee waves)

In Fig. 9, we can clearly distinguish the two regimes as periods with lee-wave ac-389

tivity show the largest depth-average ratios, whereas those in which the hydraulic jump390

is clearly present consistently show lower values. It should be noted that we tried un-391

successfully several parameters to construct such a diagram, i.a., the dimensionless pa-392

rameter HN/U , which is another form for the inverse of a Froude number that shows393

the same behavior as the Scorer parameter
(
≈ N2/U2

)
, and a depth-average Brunt–Väisälä394

frequency but over the ABL height. As illustrated, the depth-average ratio shows rel-395

atively well the progression in time of the wave activity over Alaiz up to about 07:00,396

which is not distinguished by studying Fr only. We can notice that downslope winds, which397

turn further downstream into a hydraulic jump, are a result of a low depth-average wind398

speed at the mountain top (but ‘fast’ enough for the flow to become supercritical); when399

the flow moves faster than a given threshold, the air parcels experience vertical displace-400

ments already at the mountain top with the consequence of restoring forces to act on401

those parcels, which we distinguish as lee waves.402

5 Conclusions and discussion403

Radial velocity observations performed with two scanning lidars portray a distinct404

atmospheric hydraulic jump taking place over the lee side of the Alaiz mountain range405

and over the Elorz valley in the northeast of Spain during a clear-sky autumnal after-406

noon. Real-time atmospheric simulations performed with the WRF model are capable407

in reproducing in high detail the spatial characteristics and timing of the jump and the408

flow over the area, as demonstrated by comparison of the simulation outputs with ob-409

servations from the lidars and from meteorological instruments on a series of masts spread410

over the area.411
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Both lidar radial velocity observations and simulations of the horizontal velocity412

show that the hydraulic jump starts at about 16:30, which, based on the analysis of the413

simulation outputs, corresponds to the time when the atmosphere becomes stable and414

the flow at the Alaiz mountain top experiences the transition from subcritical (Fr < 1)415

to supercritical (Fr > 1). Fr is here an ABL-depth average value computed from the416

simulation outputs only. The ABL depth is computed using the bulk Richardson num-417

ber approach, which is traditionally used in numerical weather prediction models. From418

the simulation outputs at the Alaiz mountain top, the ABL depth matches very well the419

location of the peak of the jet. At the time of the flow transition, the ABL thins up to420

a tenth of the mountain height.421

The simulations show that the jump lasts about 10 hours until it moves close to422

the Alaiz mountain top. From 01:00, the simulations complement the scanning lidar ob-423

servations and show that between 01:00 and 03:00, lee-wave activity takes over until late424

in the morning. Downslope winds over the lee side of the Alaiz mountain, which even-425

tually develop into a hydraulic jump further downstream, appear under a flow regime426

with relative low ratios of depth-average flow speeds to depth-average Brunt-Väisälä fre-427

quencies, whereas large ratios result in suppression of the downslope winds and the oc-428

currence of lee waves.429

It is important to mention that when looking at the results of the domain that runs430

at a 333.33-m resolution, we can still distinguish the hydraulic jump and the wave ac-431

tivity clearly but without the spatial details and the timing of the results that correspond432

to the innermost domain. We also tried to test the limitations of the WRF PBL schemes433

in simulating the jump event by repeating the simulations but replacing the LES by PBL434

domains at the same horizontal resolution (we only tried the MYNN PBL scheme as for435

the three outermost domains). Any attempt to use a PBL scheme for the two innermost436

domains failed at the time where other parametrizations are called by the model (e.g.,437

radiation). Increasing the height of the first vertical level of the model, which from our438

experience aids at avoiding numerical errors particularly over hilly terrain using the WRF439

model, did not help.440

Given both that the upstream conditions, i.e., those at the top of the Alaiz moun-441

tain, are key for the development of the hydraulic jump, and that most of the high el-442

evation terrain in the simulation corresponds to the same land use class, i.e., deciduous443

broad leaf forest, we also performed a new simulation that only differs, from that used444

in the bulk of this work, on the roughness length value assigned to that land use class.445

The original simulation used a value of 0.5 m, whereas the new one used a value of 0.05446

m. The new simulation shows the hydraulic jump and lee-wave activity nearly with the447

same qualitative dynamics and general characteristics as the original simulation. Com-448

pared to the latter, for the new simulation wind speeds at the mast positions are gen-449

erally slightly higher, the downslope winds are also stronger, and the jump event takes450

place downstream M7 (at the valley) during a longer period. The wind directions be-451

fore 00:00 are also steadily south at all mast positions compared to the more fluctuat-452

ing behavior shown at M2 and M7 in the original runs.453

Other periods portraying atmospheric hydraulic jumps were spotted during the Alaiz454

experiment. During the evenings of September 15, 20 and 26 and November 10, the mast455

observations show southerly, stable stratified, and supercritical flow with strong speeds456

(> 5 m s−1) at the Alaiz mountain top. The RHI scans confirm the presence of hydraulic457

jumps and lee-wave activity, which might be further analyzed to help understanding the458

conditions at which these phenomena occur and their impact on, e.g., wind energy as459

the wind resources of this area are highly exploited for that purpose.460
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